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A hip, new guide to wine for the new generation of wine drinkers, from the sommelier creators of the award-wining site WineFolly.com Red or white? Cabernet or merlot? Light or bold? What
to pair with food? Drinking great wine isn't hard, but finding great wine does require a deeper understanding of the fundamentals. Wine Folly: The Visual Guide to Wine will help you make
sense of it all in a unique infographic wine book. Put together by the creators of Wine Folly, a certified sommelier and a designer who have become renowned in the wine world for simplifying
complex wine topics, this book combines sleek, modern information design with data visualization. Get pragmatic answers to your wine questions and learn pro tips on tasting, how to spot
great quality, and how to find wines you'll love.Wine Folly: The Visual Guide to Wine includes: • Detailed taste profiles of popular and under-the-radar wines. • A guide to pairing food and
wine. • A wine-region section with detailed maps. • Practical tips and tricks for serving wine. • Methods for tasting wine and identifying flavors. Packed with information and encouragement,
Wine Folly: The Visual Guide to Wine will empower your decision-making with practical knowledge and give you confidence at the table.
"This timely book is perfect for every brand or product marketer who wants to fully leverage the Amazon platform—both for sales and brand exposure. Timothy’s practical step-by-step advice is
simple to follow and put into practice." —Steve Fisher, team lead, retail marketing, Lenovo "This book should be called the Ultimate Guide to Amazon because it’s so much more than just
advertising. It’s really about building your brand on Amazon. Timothy is able to walk someone through how to do this step-by-step. It was easy to follow. I really enjoyed it." —Michelle Reed,
senior vice president, Perry Ellis International Expand Your Brand Online and Offline with Amazon Advertising Amazon is where consumers search, learn about, and shop for your products
(whether from you or another seller). And with 310 million active users and counting, this is the ecommerce platform you can’t afford to ignore. Amazon advertising and customer growth
expert Timothy P. Seward shares nearly two decades of expertise in retail and ecommerce to lift the veil on doing business on Amazon. Seward shows you how to build an aggressive,
streamlined advertising campaign, increase your search visibility, consistently capture consumer demand, and accelerate new product sales without big-budget national ad campaigns. You'll
learn how to: Determine if Vendor Central or Seller Central is right for your brand Capture new customers through Sponsored Product Campaigns Apply the five essential elements of a highquality product detail page Establish metrics, evaluate performance against keyword types, and perform competitive analyses Add negative keywords that can benefit your advertising
campaigns Apply Amazon’s secret formula for long-term winning
The Ultimate Guide To Lead Generation For B2C Business Owners is a practical system for building a digital marketing team and generating all web leads entirely in-house. Using everything
that Dan Wardrope, founder of FlexxDigital Ltd, has learned over six years of successfully running a digital marketing agency, he's poured his knowledge into a book that makes it easy for any
B2C business owner to create concrete, sustainable Facebook campaigns and hire the best and brightest staff. He's also included "plug and play" templates for all your lead generation
requirements. By using The Ultimate Guide To Lead Generation, your business can: Learn from the best campaigns Dan Wardrope has run, sidestepping the mistakes he's made along the
wayCut the costs of your marketing by hiring the best and brightest staff to generate all your web leads in-house Create beautiful, bespoke landing pages without spending thousands of
pounds on web designDevelop a "rinse and repeat" campaign strategy that'll generate measurable results for years to come This book is for: Businesses who sell products or services to
consumers (B2Cs) People who are paying third-party marketing agencies for leads and aren't getting the results they needBusiness owners who know what they want. They are prepared to
put in the effort and creativity to build an in-house digital marketing team that runs itself. What people are saying about Dan..."Dan has rejected the traditional agency model and built
something new, totally defined by how, why and what he wants. And the results speak for themselves. Dan is a breath of fresh air for the industry and, if he's teaching, I highly recommend you
listen." ~ Mike Rhodes, Founder of WebSavvy"We have been working with Dan and his business FlexxDigital over the past 11 months. As of today, 25 April 2018 1:50am, Dan has been able
to generate over 238,000 leads using our flagship lead generation platform LeadsHook in 11 months in some of the most competitive niches." ~ Nik Thakorlal, Founder of LeadsHook "What
can I say about Dan and his team at FlexxDigital? They have a great reputation for generating the best quality leads in the industry. Not only great quality, but predictable volumes. Highly
recommended." ~ Mark Roberts, Director at Basik Money
The Homesteader’s Herbal Companion is a beautiful guide for the modern day homesteader. From learning how to incorporate herbs and essential oils around your home, to learning how to
enhance your family’s health and well-being, this book is the go-to resource for those wishing to live a more natural homesteading lifestyle. This book takes readers through the basics of
herbalism, including the different types of herbs and their uses. It also breaks down how herbs are used in tinctures, salves, essential oils, and infused oils. You’ll learn how to efficiently
incorporate herbs into your lifestyle, creating your own herbal remedy cabinet for yourself and for your livestock as well. And through encouragement and evidence-based information, you’ll
be confident using herbs, cooking with herbs, and sharing your herbal products with your friends and family. With an array of beautiful photos and easy to read terminology, just about any
homesteader, new or seasoned, can learn from The Homesteader’s Herbal Companion, and finally feel comfortable incorporating the many wonderful qualities of herbs around their homes
and homesteads.
Create Focused Social Media Campaigns Tailored to Your Business Ultimate Guide to Social Media Marketing takes readers through a 360-degree perspective of social media marketing in
businesses, from strategy to tactics, from organic to paid, from B2B to B2C, encompassing all of the current networks. Topics include: Why businesses need to embrace social media
marketing Understanding today’s social networks from big ones like Facebook and YouTube to emerging platforms Learning how to craft your business’s social media strategy using today’s
formats How to leverage images and video in your social media outreach Leveraging chat bots, paid social media, and influencer marketing Building your business social marketing team
Measure your social media outreach progress and improve your performance over time
Today, only 5% of the 50 million active businesses on Facebook are tapping into the targeting capabilities and gold mine opportunity of their advertising programs. With more than 1.7 billion
active users and growing, Perry Marshall, joined by co-authors Thomas Meloche and Keith Krance, walk entrepreneurs and businesses through the latest changes and enhancements to help
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them pinpoint their ideal audience, and ultimately gain a ten-fold return on their investment.
This book is all about Digital Marketing in this world of Technology. Today, we must know how Digital Marketing actually works, how to target perfect audience, how to priortize our methods in
marketing and how to make a perfect income with this skill. So, here we have the book Digital Marketing: The Ultimate guide, Written by National Award winning author, Mr. Shashank Johri.
He is in the field of Technology for more than 20 years and he worked with Cyber Police and Cyber cells, now he is intoducing the marketing strategy of future. In this book you will be learning
about different types of techniques and their appropriate uses. Also, you will be learning about how to understand and behave with people. All these knowledge at very minimal cost.
This best-selling book is also “#1 book in motorcycle safety” (Nielsen BookScan) and essential reading for all motorcyclists regardless of their years of experience. Author David L. Hough, a
revered motorcycle author, columnist, and riding-safety consultant, lays out a clear course for all riders who want to sharpen their handling skills and improve their rides. This second edition,
expanded and now in full color, offers new riders and road warriors the exact kind of advice they need to be prepared for anything when on the road, how to avoid accidents, and how to handle
the unexpected. Hough, who began motorcycling in the 1960s, tackles every imaginable topic—from the mechanics of the bike, selection of the right-sized bike, and basic riding skills to night
riding, group outings, and advanced survival tactics. In the chapter called “Motorcycle Dynamics,” Hough spells out the equipment needed and basic skills required to control a bike, and
specifically keeping the rider’s safety and ability to avoid potentially injurious or fatal crashes. The author is outspoken and direct when it comes to safety, and he emphasizes the importance
of the rider’s braking abilities and spells out how to improve them. The chapter offers six tried-and-true techniques for quick-stop tactics, critical for every rider to understand and master. He
also addresses other vital skills that riders need to evaluate and improve, such as turning, maintaining balance and stability, and steering. He defines, compares, and analyzes the ins and outs
of steering and control: direct steering, countersteering, push steering, out-tracking, coning, u-turns, and directional control. The chapter called “Cornering Habits” is a virtual master class in
acceleration, deceleration, use of weight, throttle, leaning, and handling challenging terrain. Hough’s skill as a photographer and illustrator adds a graphic element to his books that leads to
immediate understanding of the concepts he explains. The detail offered in each section of the book can only come from decades on the road, and the author is the consummate instructor,
assigning homework to the readers in the form of exercises to practice and improve specific techniques that he outlines and illustrates in the text. Any rider who would venture out on the road
without David Hough’s voice in his head takes an unnecessary risk with his own life. Proficient Motorcycling takes riders from long, snaking country roads right into the traffic of the big city,
and Hough offers the best advice for riders dealing with the most challenging conditions, whether it’s road construction, snap-jawed intersections, skateboarders, or suddenly slippery road
surfaces. A critical section of the book offers riders advice on how to deal with automobiles, including aggressive car drivers, oblivious SUV drivers, or “blind” truck drivers. The book offers the
kind of first-hand experience that can literally save riders’ lives, as illustrated in the chapters “Booby Traps” and “Special Situations,” which offer evasive tactics and advice to avoid and
handle everything from slick surfaces, curbs, and construction plates to ferocious dogs, hazardous wildlife, and difficult weather conditions. The final chapter of the book, “Sharing the Ride,” is
geared toward experienced riders who travel together in groups or who travel with a second passenger on the bike. Topics covered are formation, packing for trips, communication between
riders, sidecars, trikes, and more. The book concludes with a resources section of organizations, training schools, educational tools, and websites; a glossary of 80+ terms; and a complete
index.

The instant NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER PUBLISHERS WEEKLY BESTSELLER USA TODAY BESTSELLER THE PATH TO
YOUR ULTIMATE RETIREMENT STARTS RIGHT HERE! Retirement today is more complex than ever before. It is most definitely not your parents' retirement. You will have to
make decisions that weren't even part of the picture a generation ago. Without a clear-cut path to manage the money you've saved, you may feel like you're all on your own.
Except you're not—because Suze Orman has your back. Suze is America's most recognized personal finance expert for a reason. She's been dispensing actionable advice for
years to people seeking financial security. Now, in The Ultimate Retirement Guide for 50+, she gives you the no-nonsense advice and practical tools you need to plan wisely for
your retirement in today's ever-changing landscape. You'll find new rules for downsizing, spending wisely, delaying Social Security benefits, and more-starting where you are right
now. Suze knows money decisions are never just about money. She understands your hopes, your fears, your wishes, and your desires for your own life as well as for your loved
ones. She will guide you on how to let go of regret and fear, and with her unparalleled knowledge and unique empathy, she will reveal practical and personal steps so you can
always live your Ultimate Retirement life. "I wrote this book for you," Suze says. "The worried, the fearful, the anxious. I know you need help navigating the road ahead. I've
helped steer people toward happy and secure retirements my whole life, and that's exactly what I want to do for you."
If you think financial health is beyond your reach, think again. I Will Teach You To Be Rich is the modern money classic that has revolutionised the lives of countless people all
over the world, teaching them how to effectively manage their finances, demolish their debt, save better and get the most out of their bank accounts, credit cards and
investments. Now, Ramit Sethi, who has been described by Forbes as a 'wealth wizard' and by Fortune as 'the new finance guru', is back with a completely revised second
edition of I Will Teach You To Be Rich, updating it with new tools and insights on money and psychology, along with fantastic stories of how previous readers have used the book
to enrich their lives. From crushing your debt and student loans to talking your way out of late fees, to dead simple investment strategies and negotiating that big raise at work,
this is the no-guilt, no-excuses, no-BS 6-week programme that will help you get your finances where you want them to be.
Ever wanted to get your business featured in publications like Forbes, National newspaper websites, magazines and trade journals? Perhaps you've noticed the rise of blogging
and wondered how your business can tap into this ready-made network of highly influential people to boost your credibility and get in front of your perfect target audience? In this
groundbreaking book, the superstar Digital PR team from Exposure Ninja break down step-by-step their process for getting any business in any market coverage in the most
relevant online publications. Whether you want to build credibility to become an authority, drive traffic to your website or attract the sort of links that turbocharge ranking, this book
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will walk you through the process. You will discover: How businesses of all size - from 1 person to 100,000 people - can utilise Digital PR for free publicity. How to identify the
perfect market to maximise the impact of your Digital PR. How to generate ideas and angles for stories that publications will bite your hand off for. The 'secret underworld' of
Sponsored Content and how to utilise it for maximum profit. How to use Content Marketing to spread your reach through infographics, articles, and videos. How to find and
connect with the most influential bloggers in your market and have them sing your praises publicly to their audience. How to use contests to boost your social media following
(including one example that generated over 3,000 entries for less than the price of three cups of coffee). How and why to use live events to explode your online visibility (clue: the
strategies in this section won't have even occurred to your competitors). How to create and manage a workable digital PR campaign in whatever time you have available, whether
it's 20 minutes per week or 8 hours per day. How to use two hashtags on Twitter to 'unlock' a hidden world of journalists desperate to write about you (clue: see an example of
this strategy where we sent 3 tweets which got us featured in Forbes, The Telegraph, and The Guardian websites in less than 2 weeks). What most businesses don't realise is
that journalists, editors, and bloggers are crying out for good stories to write about. Provided that you understand exactly what they are looking for and how to position your
business in a way that makes you interesting, rather than have to push push push, these gatekeepers will be coming to you asking for more! About The Authors Charlie and Luke
head up Exposure Ninja's Digital PR team. With years of experience running campaigns for businesses in every imaginable market (and even some unimaginable ones!), they
have developed a set of simple, easy-to-follow systems that mean any business can get the sort of visibility online that previously seemed out of reach.Tim Cameron-Kitchen is a
5-time bestselling author and Head Ninja at Exposure Ninja. Having helped tens of thousands of businesses to improve their online visibility and attract more customers from the
Internet, he is one of the UK's leading Digital Marketing authorities and now runs the 65-strong digital marketing company Exposure Ninja. Who Is This Book For? Whether you
are a solopreneur looking for free advertising or a large multinational wanting to develop a Digital PR strategy to tap into the new generation of online authorities, this book will
guide you through the processes that Exposure Ninja uses day in, day out to get coverage for their clients in any market. From e-commerce stores to tradesmen, the range of
strategies covered in this book means that whatever you sell and to whomever you sell it, you'll find the perfect angle for you.Hidden ExtrasThis book comes with FREE lifetime
updates and a digital marketing review worth £198. Details inside.
If you’re looking for practical information to answer all your “How?” “What?” and “Why?” questions about money, this book is for you. Dave Ramsey’s Complete Guide to
Money covers the A to Z of Dave’s money teaching, including how to budget, save, dump debt, and invest. You’ll also learn all about insurance, mortgage options, marketing,
bargain hunting and the most important element of all?giving. This is the handbook of Financial Peace University. If you’ve already been through Dave’s nine-week class, you
won’t find much new information in this book. This book collects a lot of what he’s been teaching in FPU classes for 20 years, so if you’ve been through class, you’ve already
heard it! It also covers the Baby Steps Dave wrote about in The Total Money Makeover, and trust us?the Baby Steps haven’t changed a bit. So if you’ve already memorized
everything Dave’s ever said about money, you probably don’t need this book. But if you’re new to this stuff or just want the all-in-one resource for your bookshelf, this is it!
The Ultimate Guide to the Daniel Fast is an inspiring resource for Christians who want to pursue a more intimate relationship with God through the 21-day commitment to prayer
and fasting known as the Daniel Fast. As you deny yourself certain foods—such as sugars, processed ingredients, and solid fats—you will not only embrace healthier eating habits,
you’ll also discover a greater awareness of God’s presence. Author Kristen Feola explains the Daniel Fast in easy-to-understand language, provides 21 thought-provoking
devotionals for each day of the fast, and shares more than 100 tasty, easy-to-make recipes that follow fasting guidelines. In a conversational style, Feola helps you structure the
fast so you can spend less time thinking about what to eat and more time focusing on God. You will also discover that “to fast” means “to feast” on the only thing that truly
nourishes?God’s powerful Word. For more info, please visit www.ultimatedanielfast.com.
SELL MORE WITH INSTAGRAM Are you ready to tap into Instagram’s booming network of 600 million viable customers? With the Ultimate Guide to Instagram for Business,
social media marketing expert Kim Walsh-Phillips gives you the tools you need to get your due return on investment out of Instagram. From cross-platform branding and
marketing advice to practical blueprints for funneling followers, this guide unlocks the secrets successful entrepreneurs use to drive sales directly from Instagram, become
experts in their field, and grow their business. Learn how to: Set up an Instagram marketing funnel that converts followers into customers Run effective, lead-generating
campaigns with trending hashtags, exclusive contests, and product launches Grow your Instagram following with The 21-Day Blueprint Leverage your Instagram brand to reach
celebrity status and gain a competitive advantage Post Instagram stories and live videos to grow your follower base and drive sales Build content with a Quick-Start Lead Magnet
Blueprint that will attract your ideal customers Your followers are ready to take action -- give them a reason! Whether you're new to the Instagram world or you're not sure how to
get more out of your profile, this guide is the perfect tool for entrepreneurs ready to promote themselves to millions of visual shoppers. With this guide's easy-to-use strategies,
easy-to-adapt blueprints, and other great resources, you'll be ready to take the plunge!
Millions compete for exposure on Google and Bing but 99% of them fail to get results. As the founder of leading digital intelligence firm AdGooroo, search advertising authority
Richard Stokes is in a unique position to reveal what’s going wrong and provide solutions to fix it. Using proven strategies from today’s search advertising elite, discover how to
drive significantly more traffic to your site, dramatically increase click-through rates, steal impressions from competitors, boost your conversions, and increase your sales by
unbelievable amounts. Since the previous edition, there have been a number of revolutionary changes in paid search. First, we are increasingly searching from our cell phones
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rather than desktop computers. Second, Google is no longer the only game in town. Bing now accounts for 30 percent of all U.S. searches. Finally, "search extensions" have
become a powerful new technique you can use to collect phone numbers and email addresses with your ads, limit your ads to certain times of day, deliver coupons to nearby
customers, and even provide handy "call me" buttons that are displayed only on cell phones. In this new edition, Stokes details all this and more.
NEW CUSTOMERS ARE WAITING... FIND THEM ON FACEBOOKFacebook makes it easy for businesses like yours to share photos, videos, and posts to reach, engage, and
sell to more than 1 billion active users. Advertising expert Perry Marshall is joined by co-authors Keith Krance and Thomas Meloche as he walks you through Facebook
Advertising and its nuances to help you pinpoint your ideal audience and gain a ten-fold return on your investment. Now in its third edition, Ultimate Guide to Facebook
Advertising takes you further than Facebook itself by exploring what happens before customers click on your ads and what needs to happen after—10 seconds later, 10 minutes
later, and in the following days and weeks. You'll discover how to: Maximize your ad ROI with newsfeeds, videos, and branded content Create custom audiences from your
contact lists, video views, and page engagement Use the Facebook Campaign Blueprint proven to generate your first 100 conversions Boost your Facebook ads using the
Audience Network and Instagram Follow the three-step formula for successful video ads Maximize campaigns and increase conversions on all traffic to your website Track and
retarget engaged users by leveraging the Power of the Pixel Make every page on your website 5-10 percent more effective overnight "If anybody can make practical sense of
Facebook for marketers, it's Perry. He has his finger on its truth—as advertising media, not social media. He also realizes there is a short window of time during which it offers
greatest opportunity. He identified this with Google AdWords. Now, this book shows how to capitalize on ideal timing with this media. Finally, he is a well-disciplined directresponse practitioner who holds this accountable for ROI. I bestow my 'No B.S.' blessing." —Dan S. Kennedy, legendary direct marketing advisor and author of the No B.S. series.
Find and Network with the Right Professionals You know it’s smart to connect with over 500 million business professionals on LinkedIn, but you may not know how to do it without wasting
tons of time and money. LinkedIn expert and trainer Ted Prodromou delivers a step-by-step guide to using LinkedIn to grow your business, find profitable clients and customers, and hire the
perfect employees. With more than a decade of experience helping businesses and entrepreneurs grow using SEO, pay-per-click management, and LinkedIn, Prodromou shares the most
effective ways to keep you and your business in front of decision makers and build strong referral networks. You'll learn how to: Make online connections that are as strong as those made in
person Use content marketing to build and promote your thought leadership profile Build trust with prospective clients by exploring similar interests and groups Develop a closing process that
convert connections to clients Leverage your LinkedIn presence to drive you and your business to the top of the results page on multiple search engines—even Google As the definitive social
network for people doing business, entrepreneurs ignore LinkedIn at their own peril. Take the direct approach to reaching the movers and shakers by listening to what Ted has to say. —Joel
Comm, New York Times bestselling author of Twitter Power 3.0: How to Dominate Your Market One Tweet at a TimeIf you want to know the behind-the-scenes, real-world strategies, you
need to read this book filled with applicable tips and tricks to save you time and money, and to give you a roadmap to actually making money on LinkedIn. —Scott Keffer, bestselling author and
founder of Double Your Affluent Clients®
FUEL YOUR BUSINESS WITH FACEBOOK Perry Marshall, author of the #1 selling book on Google advertising, and internet strategist Thomas Meloche lift the curtain to the 600 million
potential customers on Facebook and show you how to reach them, convert them, and keep them as your fan, friend, and customer for life. Introducing game-changing strategies, tools, and
reports, Marshall and Meloche breakdown the magic of Facebook Paid Advertising and show you how to gain dramatically on your investment—in clicks, customers, and profits. Covers critical
updates including: Targeting by birthday, family status, and more Pinpointing who is seeing your ads Managing impressions per ad to avoid ad fatigue Using Sponsored Story Ads—the newest
advertising categoy Creating a Facebook business and identity ”Perry and Tom not only understand every nuance of the technical aspects of getting Facebook ads to work for your business,
they also understand the psychology behind what works and what doesn't when it comes to advertising online. If you're looking for an uber-effective way to master the art of driving traffic to
your offers through paid advertising, get this book - it truly is the ultimate guide!” —Mari Smith, co-author of Facebook Marketing: An Hour A Day and author of The New Relationship Marketing
”If anybody can make practical sense of Facebook for marketers, it’s Perry. He has his finger on its truth - as advertising media not social media. This book shows how to capitalize on ideal
timing with this media. He is a well-disciplined direct-response practitioner who holds this accountable for ROI. I bestow my ‘No B.S. blessing.’” —Dan S. Kennedy, legendary direct marketing
advisor and author of the No B.S. book series, www.NoBSBooks.com ”Ultimate Guide to Facebook Advertising just might be your ultimate guide to earning a ton of money with this social
media phenomenon. What you don't know about Facebook could hurt you and what you will learn about Facebook from this book definitely will help you. It's a fun and easy read and a surefire
way to seriously increase your income.” -Jay Conrad Levinson, The Father of Guerrilla Marketing, author of the Guerrilla Marketing series of books ”Facebook advertising appears simple, but
it's trickier than search engine marketing. In this book, Perry Marshall and Tom Meloche teach you secret of "Right Angle Marketing" - selling based on who people are and what they identify
with. This is entirely different from Yahoo! or Google. They help you determine how to prioritize Facebook within your particular marketing mix. Then they take you by the hand and lead you
through the minefield, showing you the tools, bidding techniques, and sales cycles of Facebook ads. Without their help, the odds are stacked against you. With their help, your chances of
success are excellent.” -Alex Mandossian, Heritage House Publishing, author of The Business Podcasting Bible ”Perry Marshall has done more to de-mystify Google AdWords for business
owners than any person on earth. With this book, he's done the same for Facebook. If you want to cut through the smoke quickly and make money advertising on Facebook, this is the book to
read.” - Ken McCarthy. The System Seminar, Tivoli NY ”The irony of living in the Information Age is that good info has gotten harder to come by. The lame stuff still manages to clog the
pipes, causing chaos and preventing you from discovering the legit specifics that can actually help you in your quest for business success and a bigger bottom line. Perry Marshall has been a
first- stop, one-stop resource for the best possible advice on making AdWords work since Google unleashed it on the marketing community…and now, Perry’s new tome on Facebook’s
astonishing (and yet-to-be-fully-tapped) power to reach gazillions of targeted, eager prospects (most of whom you’d never even know existed, otherwise) is the first and probably the only book
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you need to be one of those early adopters who score fastest. Perry’s books are always essential. This one is perhaps more so than usual.” -John Carlton, the most respected and ripped-off
veteran copywriter on the Web ”Perry Marshall is amazing! He reinvented himself from engineer to white paper expert to become the world's leading expert in Google Adwords. Now with his
secret weapon, Tom Meloche, he's reinvented himself again, this time as the guru in Facebook advertising ... through which, he points out, you can access 600 million customers in 10
minutes.” -Bob Bly, author of over 60 books including Complete Idiot’s Guide to Direct Marketing, The Online Copywriter’s Handbook and Public Relations Kit for Dummies ”Perry Marshall is
a terrific writer who makes wonderful use of stories and analogies to illustrate a concept. He does this exceptionally well in the chapter on ad copy writing, ‘The Power of Hidden Psychological
Triggers.’ That chapter alone is worth the price of this book. "Many companies have tried Facebook ads and failed for one simple reason: they treated Facebook advertising like search
advertising. “Facebook is social advertising. Social advertising is about understanding and reaching the user. Not the user's behavior; but the actual person. This is where the book shines. It
walks you through strategies of reaching your target audience based upon the person's social profile so that you aren't just accumulating 'Likes,’ but actually gaining new customers. “I'd
recommend this book to anyone who is advertising, or wants to advertise, on Facebook. Social advertising is unique from most other types of advertising, and this book will teach you the
concepts and how-tos you must understand so that your Facebook ads increase your overall profits.” -Brad Geddes, author of Advanced Google AdWords ”One of the things I love about
Perry is that he always shoot from the hip. Ultimate Guide to Facebook Advertising is written with no holds barred, which means that all the ‘juicy’ tips that might get left out of other, similar
books are all in this book. It's more than just a tactical ‘how to.’ It goes into the psychological aspects of ad writing specifically suited for Facebook and gives all kinds of practical advice for
fan pages. So for anyone who really wants to get serious about Facebook advertising, this book is definitely a must read.” -Shelley Ellis, contextual advertising expert,
www.ContentNetworkInsider.com ”Perry Marshall led the pack with Google AdWords back in 2006. He's still leading the pack today with Ultimate Guide to Facebook Advertising. Perry and
Tom Meloche combine ‘insider’ knowledge of marketing on Facebook with proven marketing fundamentals for a powerful one-two punch that delivers results. Perry doesn't just theorize about
how Facebook marketing works, he does it himself, and he's worked with thousands of others to hone his knowledge of this emerging landscape. If you're thinking of marketing on Facebook,
or if you're already doing it, you'd be crazy to not get Ultimate Guide to Facebook Advertising. -Clate Mask, president, InfusionSoft ”Hands down, I have never seen a more comprehensive indepth study of successful Facebook advertising than what you are holding in your hands. Perry has done it again, he’s extracted the 'gold' within this amazing system of advertising that every
astute marketer should devour and implement.” - Ari Galper, founder and CEO, Unlock The Game, www.UnlockTheGame.com "Hundreds of my clients have failed at Facebook before. Many
were so seriously slaughtered that I'd written it off as a traffic source for all but the most advanced marketer, so recommending this book is not something I do lightly—yet I DO suggest you
order a rush copy. Simply put, it's a game changer. If you've tried Facebook before and failed, I'll bet you didn't have the testing paradigm, targeting insights, bidding strategies, tools, and
creative advertising resources outlined in the easy-to-digest, entertaining words here. This goes double for experienced PPC marketers and triple for anyone who's read another Facebook
advertising book. Seriously, if this isn't worth a trip to Amazon.com, I don't know what is!" —Glenn Livingston, Ph.D., Marketing Psychologist, market research expert and founder of
RocketClicks.com
*UPDATED 2017 EDITION* New York Times bestseller! No money? No problem. You can start packing your bags for that trip you’ve been dreaming a lifetime about. For more than half a
decade, Matt Kepnes (aka Nomadic Matt) has been showing readers of his enormously popular travel blog that traveling isn’t expensive and that it’s affordable to all. He proves that as long
as you think out of the box and travel like locals, your trip doesn’t have to break your bank, nor do you need to give up luxury. How to Travel the World on $50 a Day reveals Nomadic Matt’s
tips, tricks, and secrets to comfortable budget travel based on his experience traveling the world without giving up the sushi meals and comfortable beds he enjoys. Offering a blend of advice
ranging from travel hacking to smart banking, you’ll learn how to: * Avoid paying bank fees anywhere in the world * Earn thousands of free frequent flyer points * Find discount travel cards that
can save on hostels, tours, and transportation * Get cheap (or free) plane tickets Whether it’s a two-week, two-month, or two-year trip, Nomadic Matt shows you how to stretch your money
further so you can travel cheaper, smarter, and longer.
True or false? In selling high-value products or services: 'closing' increases your chance of success; it is essential to describe the benefits of your product or service to the customer; objection
handling is an important skill; open questions are more effective than closed questions. All false, says this provocative book. Neil Rackham and his team studied more than 35,000 sales calls
made by 10,000 sales people in 23 countries over 12 years. Their findings revealed that many of the methods developed for selling low-value goods just don‘t work for major sales. Rackham
went on to introduce his SPIN-Selling method. SPIN describes the whole selling process: Situation questions Problem questions Implication questions Need-payoff questions SPIN-Selling
provides you with a set of simple and practical techniques which have been tried in many of today‘s leading companies with dramatic improvements to their sales performance.
Do you love the freedom and flexibility that remote work provides but still feel stuck and unfulfilled professionally? Do you want to feel happier at work, but you're not even sure what needs to
change, let alone how you can make it happen? You're not alone anymore. Remotivation was written for you, and it's designed to guide you through every step of your journey to feeling
fulfilled and happy at work and beyond. There are six core remotivators that drive professional fulfillment. You'll learn how each remotivator impacts your work-based decisions and how you
can effectively activate each one to your benefit. ? Money: Minimize financial pressure as you build a safety net of 6-12 months worth of expenses. ? Identity: Gain clarity on what kind of work
feels authentic to you, and identify 3 core values that will guide your decision-making moving forward. ? Routines: Reduce your resistance to change as you break routines that don't support
the achievement of your dreams and create new ones that do. ? Growth: Acquire the skills, knowledge, and experiences to propel your career by applying the 70/20/10 principle of knowledge
acquisition. ? Impact: Feel proud of the value your work already provides, and create your own personal mission statement for the future. ? Joy: Start instantly doing more work you enjoy, and
unleash your creativity and sense of wonder at work. Professional fulfillment is the sense of satisfaction that comes from fully developing and employing your abilities, character, and potential
-- and you can achieve it. Remotivation leverages thousands of hours of education and expertise into an easy-to-understand guidebook that walks you through your journey: ? Explains the
three levels of career fulfillment, so you can assess your progress as you activate each of the remotivators. ? Provides you with several exercises per chapter so that you put what you're
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learning into practice and make changes in real-time. ? Shares detailed personal stories from fellow remote workers on how they successfully completed the actions from the book and seen
profound impacts in their lives. ? Empowers you with an action plan to help you implement the changes you desire -- whether that means re-engaging in your current work or finding a new job,
career, or field. ? Enhances your learning by giving you free access to Remotivation - The Workbook, a compilation of all the exercises from the book in which you can write your insights,
answers, and action plan. Whether you're a digital nomad, freelancer, location independent worker, work from home, contractor, consultant, or small business owner, you know deep down that
work could be more enjoyable than it is. You want your work to matter and have an impact, and to better utilize your talents and skills to grow in your career. If you want guidance and a plan
specific to your needs and interests so you can feel more motivated in your work, and you're ready to make it happen, then scroll up and buy this book now! You've waited long enough.
Revised edition of the author's Ultimate guide to search engine optimization.
Looking for the career of your choice and don?t want to take the beaten path? Then pick up this book and get ready for your dream career! The Ultimate Guide to 21st Century Careers is
designed to provide you with all the information you need about new careers in a range of fields. Specially designed for the modern Indian student, it is the first book in years to give detailed
overviews of job profiles under each field it covers, as well as offer a roadmap to students on how to get these jobs. In its pages you will find: ? Detailed information about the roles you can
pursue in every field. ? Exercises that will help you assess your skill sets and interests, and correlate them to specific career paths. ? A comprehensive list of colleges, both in India and
abroad, that offer courses in each field. ? Estimates of the salaries you could expect to earn in every profession and role. ? Testimonies from experts in different areas, providing a peek into
their daily work lives. Whether you are interested in problem-solving or ideating, creating something new or working with people, this book is your one-stop compendium to finding your niche
and excelling in it.
MASTER LOCAL SEO AND REACH THE RIGHT CUSTOMERS EVERY TIME With Google, Yahoo!, and Bing returning local businesses as results on more than a billion daily searches,
Google Adwords expert Perry Marshall and lead generation expert Talor Zamir introduce you to the basic framework behind a successful local SEO campaign. From defining local
search--often confused with paid search and search engine marketing--to local listing and reviews to social outreach and effective content development, this guide delivers the tools to build an
entire local marketing campaign. You'll learn how to: Capture high-quality leads from Google AdWords and Bing in 48 hours Master the components of a high-converting campaign and get the
most bang for your buck Harness mobile search advertising and Facebook ads for maximum results
Hundreds of online marketing books have been written about search engine optimization (SEO), search engine marketing (SEM) and pay-per-click advertising (PPC), this is the first to elaborate on the most
fundamental marketing tactic of all: links and link building. The world's most recognized authority on link building, Eric Ward, clearsThe web today is comprised of trillions of links: links between websites, links
within social media venues like Facebook and Twitter, and even links in email inboxes. Who links to a site and how they link to it is one of the most important factors that search engines rely on when ranking
results. But how do marketers control this? Link building expert Eric Ward provides the answers.Sharing little-known techniques for link building via social media platforms, blogs, partnerships, public relations,
articles, and more, Ward teaches marketers which link-building techniques will maximize the quality links that point to their site, allowing them to charm both search engines and customers and which methods
to avoid.This one-of-a-kind guide details a variety of link building tools, tactics, and techniques illustrated by case studies, expert interviews, and resources. Ward leaves no opportunity unexplored, and no linkbuilding questions unanswered.
The Pay-Per-Click Playbook is the most up-to-date resource you can use to advertise on Google and generate leads for your business in 2020. It includes 101 "plays" you can implement in your Google Ads
account to help you generate more leads without spending more on advertising. Written by Steve Teneriello, a 20-year pay-per-click veteran and founder of AdMachines, this book reveals: -How To Easily
Identify and Eliminate Wasted Ad Spend-How To Get More High Quality Leads Without Increasing Your Budget-How To Use Google's NEW Targeting Features To Connect with the Right Audiences-Proven
Ways To Improve Response and Lead Conversion Rates-How To Achieve Greater Positioning and Gain More Exposure -How To Ethically Spy on Your Competitors and Identify Weaknesses in Their PPC
Strategy-How To Identify Broken Areas in Your Campaigns and Fix Them-Plus Free Downloads, Tools & Resources Along With Exclusive Videos You Can Access to Improve Your Pay-Per-Click
PerformanceGoogle Ads is one of the only advertising vehicles that you can invest in that provides you with all of the transparent information that will help you control your performance outcome. It is an
extremely powerful way for local businesses to generate leads and grow sales. All too often, small business owners get frustrated with Google for a number of reasons. They feel confused, overwhelmed, and
frustrated that they don't get consistent results with pay-per-click advertising. These experiences come from a variety of situations; they are spending blindly without results, they generate the wrong type of
leads, they don't have the time to spend mastering this complex advertising tool (in addition to running their business), or they're working with an agency that doesn't understand their business or places them
in a "set and forget" relationship. Even worse than all this, many local business owners are preyed upon by commission driven agencies that are bleeding them dry by taking a high percentage of their
marketing budget and putting it in their pocket. This is done without their knowledge by hiding behind sophisticated software and dashboards that mask their true costs. This book is going to break it down for
you in simple and easy to understand layman's terms- showing you how you can take control and get the most out of Google Ads. You'll see firsthand how you can control your lead quality, how you can
control your cost per lead, and how you have the power to get a positive return on your ad spend. You'll get a proven plan to help you achieve your sales goals along with experienced coaching that will help
you take your pay-per-click game to the next level. In This Book You Will Discover 101 Strategies to Improve Lead Quality, Optimize Search Engine Marketing Campaign Performance and Increase Your
Return on Ad Spend.So, if you want to take control of your lead cost, generate higher quality leads, improve response rates, and bring in traffic that turns into revenue then you want to get your hands on this
book.
With half a million copies in print, How to Read a Book is the best and most successful guide to reading comprehension for the general reader, completely rewritten and updated with new material. A CNN
Book of the Week: “Explains not just why we should read books, but how we should read them. It's masterfully done.” –Farheed Zakaria Originally published in 1940, this book is a rare phenomenon, a living
classic that introduces and elucidates the various levels of reading and how to achieve them—from elementary reading, through systematic skimming and inspectional reading, to speed reading. Readers will
learn when and how to “judge a book by its cover,” and also how to X-ray it, read critically, and extract the author’s message from the text. Also included is instruction in the different techniques that work
best for reading particular genres, such as practical books, imaginative literature, plays, poetry, history, science and mathematics, philosophy and social science works. Finally, the authors offer a
recommended reading list and supply reading tests you can use measure your own progress in reading skills, comprehension, and speed.
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How To Get Connected with More than 300 Million Customers This popular title delivers an in-depth guide to targeting, reaching, and gaining ideal customers using the latest updates on LinkedIn. LinkedIn
expert Ted Prodromou offers a wealth of no- or low-cost methods for maximizing this dynamic resource. Following his lead, readers learn to link with the most effective connections for greater exposure.
Updates in this edition include: Staying up-to-date with LinkedIn Contacts, Pulse, and Publisher programs Expansion of premium accounts to help optimize business profiles, stand out in search results, and
track impact How to implement new features like Showcase and Company Updates pages for extended presence in newsfeeds and with followers Smarter LinkedIn Search that saves time and money with
customized, comprehensive results Other important topics covered include: Techniques and tips to easily navigate LinkedIn’s interface Time saving tips on finding and matching data from businesses and
people Expert guidance on super-charging a business or individual profile Insider advice on getting found through LinkedIn and maximizing search Professional instruction on promoting a LinkedIn profile The
latest information is illustrated with current snapshots, fresh examples, and case studies, along with new techniques to easily maneuver LinkedIn’s interface.
Read the Wall Street Journal Bestseller for "cultivating intense focus" for fast, powerful performance results for achieving success and true meaning in one's professional life (Adam Grant, author of Give and
Take). Deep work is the ability to focus without distraction on a cognitively demanding task. It's a skill that allows you to quickly master complicated information and produce better results in less time. Deep
Work will make you better at what you do and provide the sense of true fulfillment that comes from craftsmanship. In short, deep work is like a super power in our increasingly competitive twenty-first century
economy. And yet, most people have lost the ability to go deep-spending their days instead in a frantic blur of e-mail and social media, not even realizing there's a better way. In Deep Work, author and
professor Cal Newport flips the narrative on impact in a connected age. Instead of arguing distraction is bad, he instead celebrates the power of its opposite. Dividing this book into two parts, he first makes
the case that in almost any profession, cultivating a deep work ethic will produce massive benefits. He then presents a rigorous training regimen, presented as a series of four "rules," for transforming your
mind and habits to support this skill. 1. Work Deeply 2. Embrace Boredom 3. Quit Social Media 4. Drain the Shallows A mix of cultural criticism and actionable advice, Deep Work takes the reader on a
journey through memorable stories-from Carl Jung building a stone tower in the woods to focus his mind, to a social media pioneer buying a round-trip business class ticket to Tokyo to write a book free from
distraction in the air-and no-nonsense advice, such as the claim that most serious professionals should quit social media and that you should practice being bored. Deep Work is an indispensable guide to
anyone seeking focused success in a distracted world. An Amazon Best Book of 2016 Pick in Business & Leadership Wall Street Journal Business Bestseller A Business Book of the Week at 800-CEO-READ
Learn the Success Secrets of Search Advertising Millions compete for exposure on Google, Yahoo!, and MSN Live Search, but 97% of them fail to get results. Become one of the elite 3% who succeed. How?
Search advertising specialist Richard Stokes reveals that and more! Covering all major search engines, this powerful guide discloses: The “$100 Bidding Myth”: why outbidding competitors rarely results in
more traffic Simple website changes that can increase sales by 500% How to drive 80% or more of online revenues with rare superconverter keywords Winning strategies of the world’s top search marketers
The best ads on the internet and how to write them The real factors for driving high click-through rates How to find competitors’ budgets, ad copy, and best keywords How to manage bids without expensive
bid-management software And more! “Having Rich Stokes work on your Search Marketing is like getting Michael Jordan to play on your pick-up B-ball team. It doesn’t matter who you play – you’re going to
win.” Rick Carlson, CEO, Surf Secret "Richard Stokes knows things about Google that hardly anybody else in the world knows. Far more than most Google employees. Why? Because he operates a market
research company that constantly analyzes the search results of millions of keywords. I consult with hundreds of business owners who manage large Google accounts, but every time we get together, I learn
something new from him.” Perry Marshall, author and world's most-quoted consultant on Google advertising “Rich’s unique perspective and deep analytical skill make The Ultimate Guide to Pay-Per-Click
Advertising one of the must-read books of the year for every search marketer.” David Szetela, CEO, Clix Marketing
Is your ultimate goal to have more customers come to your website? You can increase your website traffic by more than 1,000 percent through the expert execution of Pay Per Click Advertising. With PPC
advertising you are only drawing highly qualified visitors to your Web site! PPC brings you fast results and you can reach your target audience with the most cost effective method on the Internet today. In this
book we show you the secrets of executing a successful, cost-effective campaign. Pay per click, or PPC, is an advertising technique that uses search engines where you can display your text ads throughout
the Internet keyed to the type of business you have or the type of products you are promoting. Successful PPC advertising ensures that your text ads reach the right audience while your business only pays
for the clicks your ads receive! Master the art and science behind Pay Per Click Advertising in a matter of hours. By investing a few dollars you can easily increase the number of visitors to your website and
significantly increase sales! Since you only pay when someone actually clicks on your ad, your marketing dollars are being used more effectively and efficiently compared to any other advertising method. The
key to success in PPC advertising is to know what you are doing, devise a comprehensive and well-crafted advertising plan, and know the relationships between your website, search engines, and PPC
advertising campaign methodology. This groundbreaking and exhaustively researched new book will provide everything you need to know to get you started on generating high-volume, high quality leads to
your website. This new book will teach you the six steps to a successful campaign: Keyword Research, Copy Editing, Setup and Implementation, Bid Management, Performance Analysis, Return on
Investment, and Reporting and Avoiding PPC Fraud. In addition, we interviewed some of today s most successful PPC masters. This book is a compilation of their secrets and proven successful ideas.
Additionally, we give you hundreds of tips and tricks to ensure your Web site is optimized for maximum search engine effectiveness to drive business to your web site and increase sales and profits. Atlantic
Publishing is a small, independent publishing company based in Ocala, Florida. Founded over twenty years ago in the company president s garage, Atlantic Publishing has grown to become a renowned
resource for non-fiction books. Today, over 450 titles are in print covering subjects such as small business, healthy living, management, finance, careers, and real estate. Atlantic Publishing prides itself on
producing award winning, high-quality manuals that give readers up-to-date, pertinent information, real-world examples, and case studies with expert advice. Every book has resources, contact information,
and web sites of the products or companies discussed. "This Atlantic Publishing eBook was professionally written, edited, fact checked, proofed and designed. The print version of this book is 288 pages and
you receive exactly the same content. Over the years our books have won dozens of book awards for content, cover design and interior design including the prestigious Benjamin Franklin award for
excellence in publishing. We are proud of the high quality of our books and hope you will enjoy this eBook version."
By and large, most wedding books in the market are still centered around one bride and one groom. And yet, the advent of full marriage equality in the United States has made a new, polished wedding
planning book dedicated to guiding LGBTQ couples both timely and essential. Kirsten Palladino will fill that need with this definitive book to inspire couples everywhere who are seeking a meaningful, personal
ceremony and a momentous beginning to legally married life. Equally Wed brings author Palladino's expertise as the founder and editorial director of the world's leading online resource for LGBTQ wedding
planning to the page. Palladino walks readers through every step of the notoriously costly and arduous planning process with wisdom and accessibility. From how to incorporate hot trends among LGBTQ
couples to advice on how to incorporate children into a ceremony to more serious hurdles like dealing with homophobia among family members, Equally Wed has it all. The author importantly includes an
accurate picture of wedding budgets for couples from all backgrounds, and shares her invaluable insider tips for making the most of each vendor; she also addresses fashion advice specific for LGBTQ
readers, such as suiting up as a nonbinary nearlywed or attending fittings as a butch lesbian or a transgender woman. And best of all, she does it with the celebratory, joyful approach that all couples deserve.
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With a beautiful 2-color package, a total absence of heteronormative terms and assumptions, and a wealth of advice on every wedding-related topic imaginable, Equally Wed is set to be the go-to LGBTQ
wedding guide just as every couple is finally free to wed.
Marketer Perry Marshall converts the widely known 80/20 principle into a master framework that multiplies the power of everything you do in sales and marketing and makes scary-accurate predictions. It's the
ultimate secret to selling more while working less.Guided by famed marketing consultant and best-selling author Perry Marshall, sales and marketing professionals save 80 percent of their time and money by
zeroing in on the right 20 percent of their market - then apply 80/202 and 80/203 to gain 10X, even 100X the success. With a powerful 80/20 software tool (online, included with the book), sellers and
marketers uncover how to slash time-wasters; advertise to hyper-responsive buyers and avoid tire-kickers; gain coveted positions on search engines; differentiate themselves from competitors and gain
esteem in their marketplace. With the included tools they'll see exactly how much money they're leaving on the table, and how to put it back in their pockets. Sellers will identify untapped markets, high-profit
opportunities and incremental improvements, gaining time and greater profit potential. Supported by online tools from Marshall, including The 80/20 Power Curve, a tool that helps you see invisible money,
and a Marketing DNA Test, a personal assessment that zeroes in on one's natural selling assets, this timeless guide promises to change the game for seasoned and novice marketers and sellers.
Covering the latest breaking news in Google AdWords, the fifth edition introduces revised, expanded and new chapters covering Enhanced Campaigns, Google AdWord’s Express, Google’s Product Listing
Ads, and the introduction to Google’s Universal Analytics. Nuances in Big Data advertising are also revealed and expanded sections and necessary updates have been added throughout. Updates specific to
this edition include: Powerful bidding strategies using remarketing lists for search ads New ad extension features Automation capabilities using AdWords scripts Bonus Online Content that includes links to
dozens of resources and tutorials covering: registering a domain name, setting up a website, selecting an email service, choosing a shopping cart service, finding products to sell, and starting up an Google
AdWords account Readers are given the latest information paired with current screenshots, fresh examples, and new techniques. Coached by AdWords experts Perry Marshall, Mike Rhodes, and Bryan Todd
advertisers learn how to build an aggressive, streamlined AdWords campaign proven to increase their search engine visibility, consistently capture clicks, double their website traffic, and increase their sales.
Whether a current advertiser or new to AdWords, this guide is a necessary handbook.
"Covering the latest and breaking news in Facebook advertising, this updated edition introduces revised, expanded, and new chapters covering fundamentals, Newsfeed ads, sidebar ads, and BIG data. In
addition, advertisers are taken farther than just Facebook itself. Marshall and coauthors provide priceless insight into the audience, exploring what was happening before the visitor clicked on an ad and what
needs to happen after - ten seconds later, ten minutes later, and in the following days and weeks. Presented in the same step-by-step format that made Marshall's Ultimate Guide to Google AdWords a top
seller, this book guides online marketers with a potential audience of 1.11 billion people via a completely different, unbelievably powerful online advertising channel. Facebook presents enhanced tools and
exciting opportunities to capture clicks and create brand-loyal customers"-Ditch the failed sales tactics, fill your pipeline, and crush your number Fanatical Prospecting gives salespeople, sales leaders, entrepreneurs, and executives a practical, eye-opening guide that clearly
explains the why and how behind the most important activity in sales and business development—prospecting. The brutal fact is the number one reason for failure in sales is an empty pipe and the root cause
of an empty pipeline is the failure to consistently prospect. By ignoring the muscle of prospecting, many otherwise competent salespeople and sales organizations consistently underperform. Step by step, Jeb
Blount outlines his innovative approach to prospecting that works for real people, in the real world, with real prospects. Learn how to keep the pipeline full of qualified opportunities and avoid debilitating sales
slumps by leveraging a balanced prospecting methodology across multiple prospecting channels. This book reveals the secrets, techniques, and tips of top earners. You’ll learn: Why the 30-Day Rule is
critical for keeping the pipeline full Why understanding the Law of Replacement is the key to avoiding sales slumps How to leverage the Law of Familiarity to reduce prospecting friction and avoid rejection The
5 C’s of Social Selling and how to use them to get prospects to call you How to use the simple 5 Step Telephone Framework to get more appointments fast How to double call backs with a powerful voice
mail technique How to leverage the powerful 4 Step Email Prospecting Framework to create emails that compel prospects to respond How to get text working for you with the 7 Step Text Message
Prospecting Framework And there is so much more! Fanatical Prospecting is filled with the high-powered strategies, techniques, and tools you need to fill your pipeline with high quality opportunities. In the
most comprehensive book ever written about sales prospecting, Jeb Blount reveals the real secret to improving sales productivity and growing your income fast. You’ll gain the power to blow through
resistance and objections, gain more appointments, start more sales conversations, and close more sales. Break free from the fear and frustration that is holding you and your team back from effective and
consistent prospecting. It's time to get off the feast or famine sales roller-coaster for good!
Part inspirational story of how the author transformed her family's life for the better by reducing their waste to an astonishing 1 liter per year; part practical guide that gives readers tools & tips to diminish their
footprint & simplify their lives. Original.
Ultimate Guide to Pay-Per-Click AdvertisingEntrepreneur Press
Send Better Email. Build a Better Business. With more than 2.6 million email messages sent every second, it's becoming harder to stand out in inboxes—not to mention in a sea of spam, which accounts for 67
percent of those emails. Marketing and strategic branding expert Susan Gunelius gives you the tools you need to grow your list of email subscribers, keep them engaged, and turn them into lifelong
customers. By focusing on building a strong foundation first, you'll learn how to develop a comprehensive email marketing program designed to evolve with your business. Then, Gunelius shows you how to
convert subscribers into buying customers and vocal brand advocates with the techniques that marketing professionals use to build their businesses and increase their revenue using email. You'll learn how
to: Use free content to encourage people to subscribe to your email list Develop conversion funnels that drive people to buy from you or sign up for your webinars Save time and keep subscribers engaged
with your brand with email automation Boost conversions with list segmentation techniques designed to get the right message to the right people at the right time Test your messages and analyze your
performance using key metrics to improve your results Win back customers with automation and personalization strategies designed to build a one-on-one relationship with your audience Understand the laws
and deliverability rules you must follow and tools to help you along the way
A hands-on guide for marketers of any expertise level provides detailed coverage of a wide variety of topics, from keyword searching and link analysis/building to content strategies and position tracking, in a
guide complemented by a CD-ROM of free SEO tools, software, and resources. Original.
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